Medical Director of the Neonatal Program

North Mississippi Medical Center Seeks a Medical Director of the Neonatal Program | Small-Town Medicine with a Big Impact | Visionary Leadership Opportunity | Highly Desirable Southeastern Town

North Mississippi Medical Center, a robust partner of the University of Mississippi, seeks a Medical Director to bring a new vision to the Neonatal Program. For the past 20 years, the level III NICU has served a vast catchment area, including North Mississippi, NE Arkansas, Southern Tennessee, and Northwest Alabama. With the recent academic affiliation with the University of Mississippi, an academic-minded Neonatologist has a unique opportunity to lead the level III NICU in the largest non-metropolitan hospital in the United States.

Opportunity Highlights

· Small-Town Medicine, Big Impact – Practice small-town medicine with the resources of a tertiary care center providing comprehensive care to the community
· Visionary Leadership Opportunity – Leverage excellent referral patterns and establish your vision as a leader in the largest rural healthcare system in the US
· Unprecedented Growth Potential – Seize the opportunity for tremendous growth, supported by the University of Mississippi, a Best College as per US News
· Broad Spectrum Neonatal Care – Provide top-notch neonatal care to rural America
· Fully Staffed NICU – Work in a fully staffed and tenured NICU, ensuring optimal care for newborns and their families

Community Information

Tupelo, located in Northern Mississippi, offers a unique combination of Southern charm, rich cultural heritage, and a thriving community spirit. Living and working in Tupelo provides residents with a delightful mix of opportunities and amenities, making it an excellent choice for those seeking a fulfilling and well-rounded lifestyle.

· Overall grade of A and ranked a Best Place to Live,Raise a Family, and Retire in Mississippi (Niche)
· Live in a beautiful, safe location where the cost of living is 25% below the national average
· Residents engage in local events, festivals, and community initiatives, creating a supportive and friendly environment
· Home to reputable schools, offering quality education from primary to higher level
· Surrounded by picturesque landscapes, Tupelo provides ample opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts
· Live in the birthplace of Elvis Presley, the King of Rock and Roll
· The Natchez Trace Parkway offers scenic drives, hiking trails, and opportunities for bird watching

To Apply – Please email your CV and Letter of Interest to David King at david.king@amnhealthcare.com.